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SECTION A - COMPREHENSION 

QUESTION 1 

TEXT 1 
 
Read the article below and answer the questions. 
 

Masquerade: How a real-life treasure hunt obsessed a nation 

By Mark Shields. BBC News. Published 5 April 2019 

 
A series of events is being staged to mark the 40th anniversary of the publishing 

sensation that was Masquerade, a picture book that promised hidden treasure to the 
person who could solve the clues hidden within its pages. 

It's a familiar tale: treasure-hunters racing to decipher clues from a mysterious 
book that will lead them to buried gold. 

In 1979, artist Kit Williams published Masquerade - a storybook decorated with 
paintings whose intricacies held clues that would lead the successful sleuth to an 18-
carat golden hare. 
A phenomenon at the time, the book sold more than a million copies and sparked a 
worldwide hunt for the gold. 

But when the golden hare was finally unearthed, three years later in a park in 
Bedfordshire, the story was far from over. 

Masquerade follows the journey of Jack Hare, who loses a jewel he has been 
entrusted to deliver from the moon to the sun. 

And the real-life treasure was fit for a fairy-tale, having been hand-beaten by 
Williams himself. It was valued at £5,000 - although it would eventually prove to be 
worth much more - and inset with ruby, mother-of-pearl and moonstones. 

This golden hare caught the imagination of millions, yet for nearly three years its 
hiding place was known to only two men. 

In August 1979, at a precise spot on the common, Williams and his famous 
witness buried the hare, which was sealed in wax and placed in a ceramic case to 
evade metal detectors. 

Upon it was the engraving: "I am the keeper of the jewel of the Masquerade, 
which lies waiting safe inside me for you... or eternity." 

The perceptive reader would be led to this location - selected by Williams years 
before while on a picnic with his then-girlfriend - by unearthing the complex clues in the 
paintings. 

But the paintings' detail allowed for almost as many interpretations and theories 
as there were fans. 

The book was an instant success, as readers from across the world raced to 
solve the mystery. 

An airline even sold transatlantic Masquerade tickets, which came with a free 
spade on arrival. 

Adapted from: https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-beds-bucks-herts-47671776. 

 
1.1 In your own words explain what Masquerade was.          (3) 
 
1.2 Who was the Masquerade for?             (1) 
 



1.3 What was the purpose of the picture book?           (1) 
 
1.4 Where was the treasure dug up?             (1) 
 
1.5 Describe the story behind Masquerade.            (3) 
 
1.6 Say whether the following statement is TRUE of FALSE. Quote from the passage 

to support your answer. 
   
 The treasure would never be valued more than ₤5 000.         (2) 
 
1.7 How was the hare buried in August 1979?           (2) 
 
1.8 Quote two consecutive words (words right next to each other) that mean the 

same as achieving positive results immediately.          (1) 
 
1.9 Refer to the title of the article:     
  
 Explain the use of the colon.             (1) 

                (15) 

TEXT 2 

Read the article below and answer the questions that follow. 

Dean Koontz Predicted Wuhan Virus in 1981 
Thriller – or Did He? 

Paul Seaburn; February 18, 2020  

We generally expect scientists, psychics, economists and, of course, science fiction 

writers to predict the future. But thriller/horror writers? Would you really feel comfortable 

knowing that one day your neighbor’s dog could really turn into Cujo? Novelist Dean 

Koontz is known for penning suspense thrillers with elements of horror, fantasy and 

science fiction, but he’s never been known as a futurist … until now. Sharp-eyed Koontz 

fans with good memories have dug up their dog-eared copies of Koontz’s 1981 novel, 

“The Eyes of Darkness,” and found passages where he writes about a virus called 

Wuhan-400 developed in a biological weapons lab in Wuhan, China – a man-made 

virus dubbed the “perfect weapon.”  

“They call the stuff “Wuhan-400” because it was developed at their RDNA labs outside 
of the city of Wuhan, and it was the four-hundredth viable strain of man-made 
organisms created at that research center.” 

“The Eyes of Darkness” is about a mother searching to find out if her son really died a 
year before or if he’s still alive. On her quest, she learns about Wuhan-400, called the 
“perfect weapon” because: 

https://mysteriousuniverse.org/author/paulseaburn/
https://mysteriousuniverse.org/2020/02/18


“It afflicts only human beings. No other living creature can carry it. Wuhan-400 can’t 
survive outside a living body for longer than a minute, which means it can’t permanently 
contaminate objects or entire places the way anthrax and other virulent micro-
organisms can.” 

Sound like any Coronavirus you know? The passage was underlined and tweeted by 
@Darren of Plymouth and picked up by the South China Morning Post and the Taiwan 
News – which are looking for any clues or news on the deadly, puzzling and spreading 
virus.  

So, was it Koontz, or a lucky editor, who predicted the Wuhan virus in “The Eyes of 
Darkness”? 

The South China Morning Post points out that Wuhan has long been home for 
microbiology and virology labs, so a smart writer would use it to make a novel more 
realistic. Also, Japan did chemical weapons research in China during World War II, and 
rumors of the Chinese government conducting similar research and development run 
rampant today. 

It appears the selection of Wuhan was prescient not by Dean Koontz under any name 
but by a lucky editor. 

Maybe Koontz needs to write a sequel … before the real Coronavirus of Wuhan writes it 
for him. 
                    https://mysteriousuniverse.org/2020/02/dean-koontz-predicted-wuhan-virus-in-1981-thriller-or-did-he/ 

 
1.10 How do we know this is a recently published article?           (2) 
 
1.11 Line three of paragraph 1 has a spelling error. Write down the spelling error and 

next to it the correctly spelled word.            (2) 
 
1.12 State whether the following statement is TRUE or FALSE. QUOTE six 

consecutive words (words that follow one another) to prove your answer. 
 
 Dean Koontz has always been known as futurist.          (2) 
 
1.13 In your own words, what does it mean to be “sharp-eyed”?         (1) 
 
1.14 In paragraph 1, the writer writes “The Eyes of Darkness” in inverted commas. In 

what other way could he have written the title of Koontz’s  
novel.                 (1) 

 
1.15 From the options below, choose the correct answer for the word dubbed as used 

in , “…a man-made virus dubbed the ‘perfect weapon.’” Write only the letter of 
you answer next to the question number. 

 
 A re-called 
 B written 
 C nicknamed 
 D unidentified               (1) 

https://twitter.com/DarrenPlymouth/status/1229110623222554626
https://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/arts-culture/article/3050481/virus-called-wuhan-400-makes-people-terribly-ill-dean-koontz
https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/3875669
https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/3875669


1.16 According to Koontz’s novel, why is the Wuhan-400 virus the “perfect weapon”? 
Describe the virus, from the novel, in your own word.          (4) 

 
1.17 Who, according to the article, is looking for clues on the virus?        (2) 
 
1.18 Why would it be a good idea for a writer to use Wuhan in China as a setting for 

such a novel?               (2) 
 
1.19 At the end of the passage Paul Seaburn writes that Koontz “needs to write a 

sequel”. Explain what a sequel is and why it might be impossible for Koontz to 
write a sequel.                         (3) 
               (20) 

             TOTAL SECTION A:        [35] 
 
SECTION B – VISUAL LITERACY 
 
QUESTION 2 – COMIC STRIP and ADVERTISEMENT 
 
TEXT 1 
 
Study the comic strip below and answer the questions. 
 
                 Frame 1           Frame 2            Frame 3 

 
       Frame 4           Frame 5            Frame 6 
 
2.1 Throughout the comic strip the apostrophe is used many times. What is the 

function of the apostrophe?             (1) 
 
2.2 Refer to frame 3: 
 
 2.2.1 Identify the punctuation mark at the end of the speech.        (1) 
 
 2.2.2 Why is it used?              (1) 
 



2.3 Refer to frame 4: 
 
 ‘AAAGH!’ and ‘OWW!’ are examples of which figure of speech?        (1) 
 
2.4 Refer to frame 5: 
 
 Which emotion does the form of the speech bubble indicate? Give one word.   (1) 
                  [5] 
Text 2 

Read the Madam and Eve comic strip and answer the questions that follow. 

 

2.5 In frame 1, Eve brings Madam a bowl of soup. Why is this chicken soup and not 

any other soup?                         (2) 

2.6 Identify the figure of speech used in frame to.                     (1) 

2.7 How does the cartoonist use facial expressions in frame 3 to caricature how 

Madam is feeling?                         (2) 

                 (5) 

                         [10] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://twitter.com/madamevecartoon/status/1002418777882013696&psig=AOvVaw1Mqt5ApNrja-v8ZOXLmoJB&ust=1583061212210000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCMCxrNnQ9ucCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAZ


TEXT 3  

Study the advertisement below and answer the set questions. 

 

2.8 Describe the logo of the company that advertises.          (2) 

2.9 QUOTE the slogan of the advertiser.            (1) 

2.10 What product is being advertised? Be specific.           (1) 

2.11 Who is the target audience of this advertisement?          (1) 

                  (5) 

     TOTAL SECTION B:        [15] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://twitter.com/dettolsa/status/984702772661628928&psig=AOvVaw1DnISoJk8KEbYO6N9C9aaX&ust=1583059546876000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDl0sLK9ucCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


SECTION C – LANGUAGE 

QUESTION 3 – Language Structures 
 
TEXT 1 
 
Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow. 
 

Searching for Ghosts by Iris May Bayos 

 

As soon as our family arrived at the dank, mysterious manor home, Frankie 

(3.1), my twin, announced, “Well, this place is obviously haunted!” That first night, 

(3.2) she told me her plan, “Okay, we’ll wait until (3.3) Mom and Dad are asleep; 

then sneak out of our room and into the great hall.” She exclaimed that the great 

hall seemed like the most likely place for specters to hang out. She was excited 

about the idea. 

I had my doubts about her plan, but Frankie could be persuasive, and so I 

found myself, a little after midnight, following her down the stairs. The great hall was 

a cold grim place, made scarier by the fact that all we had to light the way were 

candles. I suddenly realised that I was scared, and I decided I wanted no part of 

this. “(3.4) Let’s go back,” I whispered. 

Frankie only laughed. “I’m not a bit scared,” she said. “You can go back, if 

you want, but I’m going to stay until I meet a ghost!” she declared. 

A loud clap of thunder suddenly shook the hall, and the little candle I was 

holding went out. My fingers were trembling; it took me a while to light the flame 

again. When I finally did, I couldn’t believe my eyes: Frankie had disappeared! 

 
3.1 What is the function of the commas in “… Frankie, my twin, announced …”?   (1) 
 
3.2 Write “She told me her plan.” into the passive voice.          (1) 
 
3.3 Why is “Mom and Dad” written with capital letters?          (1) 
 
3.4 Refer to paragraph 1: 
 
 Quote a synonym (a word with the same meaning) for ghosts.        (1) 
 
3.5 Give the uncontracted form of the word “Let’s”.           (1)  
 
3.6 Change the following into the indirect speech: 
 
 Frankie declared, “I’m not scared, but you can go back.”         (4) 
 
3.7 Turn the following into a question: The little candle I was holding went out.  (1) 
 
 
 
 



TEXT 2 
 
Read through the passage below and the correct form of the verbs in brackets. 
Write only the number and your answer. 
 
Scientists have just discovered that flatworms can be trained! 
 
Listen to these interesting facts: A flatworm 3.8(learn) to remember when it 3.9 (eat) 
other flatworms. 3.10 (Do/Does) that not sound awful? 
 
Up to now scientists have trained flatworms to sail away from bright light. Now they 
want to test if they 3.11 (can) train them to sail away faster and faster. 
 
They take the following steps to do this: After Dr Zeus has minced has minced up the 
trained worms, he 3.12 (feed) these minced worms to other worms that have not yet 
been trained. Then, when the scientist 3.13 (shine) a light on these worms, they 3.14 
(take) less time to sail away from the light. And so the mincing and feeding carry on. 
                  (7) 
                (17) 
QUESTION 4 
 
Rewrite in the negative form: 
 
4.1 The untrained flatworm sails away quickly. 
 
4.2 The scientists train the flatworms.             (2) 
 
QUESTION 5 
 
Rewrite in the question form: 
 
5.1 All the learners know what a flatworm is. 
 
5.2 The scientist minced up the worms in the laboratory.          (2) 
 
QUESTION 6 
 
Rewrite in the passive form. 
 
6.1 Scientists do many experiments. 
 
6.2 The scientist will find interesting facts.            (2) 
 
QUESTION 7 
 
Rewrite in the reported speech. 
 
The scientist said, ‘I do these experiments and discover something new.”        (4) 
 
 
 



QUESTION 8 
 
From the sentence below identify one NOUN, VERB and ADJECTIVE. Write only 
the question number and your answer. 
 
The Coronavirus outbreak changes how scientists communicate. 
 
8.1 Noun 
 
8.2 Verb 
 
8.3 Adjective                (3) 

                (13) 

         TOTAL SECTION C:   [30]   


